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to break down the corrupt builder-police-official link, the Delhi Development Authority (DDA), in a major decision, said construction permits are not necessary for minor construction works such as re-roofing and cladding. The ruling is a welcome relief for city residents who have not been able to make even minor repairs
due to paperwork. However, no construction notice or permit is required for additions or modifications that do not otherwise violate any provision regarding construction requirements, structural stability, fire safety requirements and change to the cubic content or newsstand area of the building. The changes to the current
state of construction procedure follow a directive of the Ministry of Urban Development to the Doha Development Agenda. Once implemented, they will ensure that construction work in the Capital will be accelerated. The Doha Development Agenda has he directed local authorities such as the Municipal Corporation of
Delhi (MCD), the New Delhi Municipal Corporation (NDMC) and others to create an environmental cell at the level of local authorities. These cells will ensure that new buildings follow green rules. The cell also provides assistance in environmental planning and capacity building within their jurisdiction (of the local
organism) and the responsibility of this cell would be to monitor the implementation ... The cell will operate under the local authority, the notification states. The DDA also stated that the cell will include at least three experts in the fields of waste management (solid and liquid), water conservation and management and
resource efficiency – including building materials, energy efficiency and renewable energy and environmental planning, including air quality management or transport planning and management. An additional fee may be charged with the processing fee for building authorization for the integration of environmental
conditions and its monitoring. The local authority can correct and review this fee, the notification added. To attract further investment in the capital, the DDA has reduced the limit of the edied up area for foreign direct investment from 50,000 square meters to 20,000 square meters. To make the construction work hasslefree, the authority said the procedure and documentation for construction in residential plots of up to 105 square meters will be carried out through the Saral scheme. Interestingly, when the owners submit their building plans - prepared by an architect - to local authorities with the rent, other expenses, drawings and
documents before the start of construction and the presentation itself will be considered a sanction. Owners may no longer have to wait to start working. The Doha Development Agenda has also carried out a risk-based classification for the approval of building plans. This was divided into a very low, low, moderate and
high-risk matrix. Smooth driving No building warning or permission is required for additions or changes. Such changes should not violate any provisions on building requirements. The changes should not result in changes to cubic content or built-up area Changes to current building bye-laws following orders from the
Ministry of Urban Development. The Delhi Development Authority (DDA) recently notified the Bye-Laws of the 2016 Unified Building to the South Delhi Municipal Corporation. House Civics Leader Subhash Arya said the new bye-laws offer a number of benefits to plot owners when it comes to construction and
modification. The new regulations approved by the Government were notified following notification of the Official Journal. They provide a number of reliefs to plot owners, including permission to extend the covered area in the form of a balcony. Arya said bye-laws exempt the installation of elevators in existing buildings
from permit. In addition, the elevator area will not be included in the FAR. In plots under 500 square meters, the elevator door can be in front of Stairs. The size of the balcony was allowed to be increased to 5 feet from 3 feet. In case of basement construction, the maximum level of the ground floor above the basement
must be 5 feet against the first 3 feet. According to bye-laws, a bathroom in the stilt parking lot and another on the roof will be allowed in residential plots. The DG room, the CCTV room, the AC room were allowed to be built in the back area and open in residential land above 105 square meters. These constructions will
not take FAR into account. The composition fee for an extra coverage of 13.5 m has been greatly reduced. It will be allowed to instal 6 ft high screen on the outside of the water tank. The staircase in all buildings other than residential land will not be included in the FAR. The saral scheme for residential plots up to 105
square meters will have to provide information and deposition of applicable expenses with the application and will not require any formal authorization for construction by the department. An Industry 12 resident, Shubham Apartments, and a CGHS and housing law expert, lawyer Ashok Chaitanya, welcomed the
notification, saying: It facilitated an integrated single-window mechanism for online approval of building plans. The laws have been made easy to use through the unification and simplification of a number of changes made over the past three decades and the integration of approvals by several agencies into a single
platform. He also said: 'Applicants can submit a single application online to the local urban authority concerned instead of applying to various agencies. They can now make a single payment to the local urban authority concerned electronically, instead of making separately the payments requested from various agencies.
This has allowed local urban authorities to grant environmental eviction for the edied-up area up to 1,50,000 square meters compared to the current rule of obtaining CE from the State Environmental Assessment Authorities under the Ministry of the Environment, Forests &amp; Climate Change for a building area of
20,000 square meters and more than 1,50,000 square meters. In addition, for residential plots up to 105 square meters in size in Delhi, the owner of the land must not get the sanction of building plans. All he will be required to do is to submit a company to start construction along with the necessary taxes and other
documents to start construction. The number of documents to be submitted to obtain building permits has been reduced from 40 to just 14, and the maximum deadline for issuing a building permit has been reduced from 60 days to just 30 days to improve the ease of doing business, he added. Owners of plots of more
than 3,000 square meters must build public hygiene complexes with access from outside, as well as other mandatory health requirements.
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